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ABSTRACT: 
Ultra-wideband (UWB) systems have witnessed a debate over whether they may cause interference to 
other existing and future narrowband systems sharing their band of operation. The detect and avoid 
(DAA) mechanism was developed as a solution to reduce interference to narrowband systems in order 
to ease regulatory concerns. It works by adaptively reducing the transmitted power at the overlapping 
bands upon detecting an active narrowband link. However, employing DAA degrades the performance 
of UWB transmissions. In this paper, we present the Korean UWB regulations as an example of 
regulations that require DAA in certain bands. We investigate DAA’s impact on performance and 
propose a method to mitigate it, which provides UWB with the more efficient support of the DAA 
mechanism and enables it to avoid a larger number of narrowband users while sustaining the data rate. 
Results show significant improvement in performance with the application of our technique compared 
to conventional performance. 
